
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-11

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Felicity has her first ballay recital on Saturday.               1.  _________________
     

2.  The hairdresser used sissors to trim Hailey's bangs.       2.  _________________
      

3.  Mrs. Hopkins will asign a science project to her class.           3.  _________________

4.  Robby's knuckles were sore because he hit the punching   4.  _________________
bag too hard.        

5.  Our dog, Chester, likes when we scratch his ears.                 5.  _________________

6.  I like to listen to the leaves russel in the fall breeze.                6.  _________________
 

7.  Theresa's grandma is knitting a winter hat for her.                 7.  _________________

8.  The actor who plays the main character in the movie      8.  _________________
is very hansome.       

9.  The marine biologist has a lot of knowlidge about      9.  _________________
coastal ecosystems.           
  

10.  Mr. Ricci pulled a mussel in his back yesterday.                   10.  _________________
   

11.  “Have you seen the rench from my tool bench?”               11.  _________________
Lincoln's dad asked him.   

12.  Tanya picked out a headband to match her sweater.       12.  _________________
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13.    Brandy's mother told her to do a thourow cleaning              13.  _________________
         of her bedroom.    

         
14.    “If we're going to be on time to your soccer practice,    14.  _________________
          you're going to need to hussle,” said Rory's dad.                

15.    Archaeologists recently discovered the toom of an    15.  _________________
         ancient Egyptian pharaoh.     

16.    This new shampoo will really help soften your hair!                16.  _________________
               

17.    Mrs. Devonshire makes the best homemade fudge!             17.  _________________
    
   

18.    William Shakespeare may be the most studied playright.    18.  _________________
   

19.    Do you know the answer to the question?                             19.  _________________

20.    Raoul's pet rabbit likes to naw on carrots.                               20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  In Mr. Liu's class, six students have birthdays in autumn.      21.  _________________
              

22.  Tim likes to whisle when he works around the house.           22.  _________________

23.  What time is the flight supposed to arrive?               23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  Nick and Danny like to restle with each other.                     24.  _________________

25.  During the holiday shopping season, the crowds in the    25.  _________________
mall feel like caos.     
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Felicity has her first  ballay  recital on Saturday.               1.  ballet
     

2.  The hairdresser used  sissors  to trim Hailey's bangs.       2.  scissors
      

3.  Mrs. Hopkins will  asign  a science project to her class.         3.  assign

4.  Robby's  knuckles  were sore because he hit the punching 4.  CORRECT
bag too hard.        

5.  Our dog, Chester, likes when we  scratch  his ears.               5.  CORRECT

6.  I like to listen to the leaves  russel  in the fall breeze.              6.  rustle
 

7.  Theresa's grandma is  knitting  a winter hat for her.               7.  CORRECT

8.  The actor who plays the main character in the movie      8.  handsome
is very  hansome.       

9.  The marine biologist has a lot of  knowlidge  about      9.  knowledge
coastal ecosystems.           
  

10.  Mr. Ricci pulled a  mussel  in his back yesterday.                 10.  muscle
   

11.  “Have you seen the  rench  from my tool bench?”             11.  wrench
Lincoln's dad asked him.   

12.  Tanya picked out a headband to  match  her sweater.     12.  CORRECT
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ANSWER KEY
13.    Brandy's mother told her to do a  thourow  cleaning              13.  thorough
         of her bedroom.    

         
14.    “If we're going to be on time to your soccer practice,    14.  hustle
          you're going to need to  hussle,”  said Rory's dad.                

15.    Archaeologists recently discovered the  toom  of an    15.  tomb
         ancient Egyptian pharaoh.     

16.    This new shampoo will really help  soften  your hair!              16.  CORRECT
               

17.    Mrs. Devonshire makes the best homemade  fudge!            17.  CORRECT
    
   

18.    William Shakespeare may be the most studied  playright.   18.  playwright 
   

19.    Do you know the  answer  to the question?                           19.  CORRECT

20.    Raoul's pet rabbit likes to  naw  on carrots.                             20.  gnaw   

Review Words

21.  In Mr. Liu's class, six students have birthdays in  autumn.     21.  CORRECT
              

22.  Tim likes to  whisle  when he works around the house.         22.  whistle

23.  What time is the  flight  supposed to arrive?               23.  CORRECT

Challenge Words

24.  Nick and Danny like to  restle  with each other.                   24.  wrestle

25.  During the holiday shopping season, the crowds in the    25.  chaos
mall feel like  caos.    
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